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We present a new parallel sorting algorithm that uses a fixed-size sorter iteratively to
sort inputs of arbitrary size. A parallel sorting architecture based on this algorithm is
proposed. This architecture consists of three components, linear arrays that support
constant-time operations, a multilevel sorting network, and a termination detection tree,
all operating concurrently in systolic processing fashion. The structure of this sorting
architecture is simple and regular, highly suitable for VLSI realization. Theoretical
analysis and experimental data indicate that the performance of this architecture is
likely to be excellent in practice.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The current VLSI technology has made it possible
to directly implement parallel algorithms in hard-
ware. Algorithm-structured chips are becoming
the basic building blocks in the new generation of
high-performance computing systems. This paper
addresses the design and analysis of a new parallel
sorting algorithm, and its VLSI implementation
based on a sorting network.
There has been much research in sorting net-

works and the related area of parallel sorting
algorithms. For an early in-depth treatment of
sorting networks, see [11]. For recent surveys, refer

to [14, 15]. These networks are constructed using
constant fan-in comparator switches or simply
nodes. There are several parameters that are used
to assess the performance of a sorting network.
The cost of a sorting network is the total number
of constant fan-in comparators of the network.
The depth of a sorting network is the maximum
number of comparators on a path from an input
to an output. For example, the bitonic sorting
network and the odd-even merge sorting network
[5] both have cost O(n log2 n) and depth O(log2 n),
where n is the network I/O size (or simply the
network size). The time performance of a sorting
network is number of parallel steps performed,
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which is usually the depth of the network. The
AKS sorting network [1] is the first network of
O(log n) depth and O(n\log n) cost, but is imprac-
tical due to the huge constants associated with the
asymptotical complexity. The optimality of a

sorting network implemented in VLSI is measured
by combining the VLSI layout area and the time
performance of the network; the most commonly
used is the AT2 complexity. Many AT2 optimal
sorting networks under various word length
models have been proposed (e.g. [6, 8, 9, 13]).

In this paper we first present a new parallel
sorting algorithm, called MM-sort, that uses a
fixed-size sorting network (inner sorter), to itera-
tively sort an input of arbitrary size. Then, we

propose a sorting architecture based on MM-sort.
This architecture consists of three types of
components: linear arrays, a sorting network,
say, bitonic sorting network, and a termination
detection tree. The linear arrays are used to
implement local queues, supporting constant-time
operations. The sorting network is the inner sorter
used by MM-sort. The termination detection tree
is used to stop the sorting process as soon as all
queues are sorted. These components operate
concurrently in pipelined fashion. The resulting
architecture has a simple, regular and expandable
structure, highly suitable for VLSI realization.
We present both theoretical and experimental

analysis of MM-sort. Let 2n be the input size of
the fixed-size inner sorting network of depth D(n).
The number of local queues is n. Let N be the
input size with at most ([N/n) elements per queue.
We show in Section 2 that MM-sort sorts an input
of size N in O(N/nlogn) iterations. This upper
bound is shown to be tight in the worst case. Given
the delay D(n) of the inner sorter, an input of size
N is sorted in O((N/n) log n (D(n)+f (N/n))) time,
where O(f (N/n)) is the time required for selecting
a minimum and a maximum in a queue of (N/n)
elements in a single iteration. The factor O(f (N/
n)) for selection will be O(1) when systolic arrays
are used to implement the local queues. The delay
of D(n) by the inner sorter can be eliminated if
pipelining is used. In Section 4, we show that a

pipelined MM-sort takes O((N/nD(n))log n) itera-
tions. As a result, with pipelining and systolic
arrays, MM-sort sorts an input of size N in O((N/
n) log n) time. We show that this upper bound is
tight in the worst case. Our experimental results
also indicate that MM-sort performs well with
random inputs.

2. MM-SORT

There are n processors connected by a sorting
network S of input size 2n. sorting network of size
8 and depth 6. Each processor Pi is associated with
a local memory Qi. The N input elements are

evenly distributed among these processor/memory
pairs. We associate n queues, each managed by a
dedicated processor, with the sorting network S
such that for _<i_< n, the (2i- 1)th and the (2i)th
input/output channels of S are connected to the ith
queue. The elements of an input are distributed
evenly, but arbitrarily, among the n queues such
that each queue has at most [N/n elements, where
N is the number of elements of the input. We say
that the queues are globally sorted if x < y for any
x in the ith queue and y in the jth queue such that
<j, <_i,j<_n.
The sorting process consists of two phases, the

global-sorting phase in which the queues are

globally sorted, and the local-sorting phase in
which, in parallel, each queue is sorted by its
dedicated processor, and concatenated to obtain
the sorted output. The global-sorting phase
proceeds in iterations. We assume that the
compare-exchange operation performed by a

comparator on two elements takes constant time.
The code of MM-sort is given below, in which $ is
a sorting network of depth D(n) with 2n inputs/
outputs, Qi is the ith queue, deletemin(Qi) and
deletemax(Qi) are the operations that delete the
minimum and the maximum from Qi, respectively,
and insert(Qi, x) is the operation that inserts x into
Qi. Note that once the queues are globally sorted,
the queues will remain globally sorted if more
iterations are applied. A technicality arises with
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N < 2n that the initial distribution of the input
elements may leave some queues empty or having
a single element, making impossible to select two
elements from that queue. One remedy is to add a

duplicate to a queue with a single element and two
special symbols larger than any input elements to
an empty queue. The added elements are removed
at the end.

Algorithm MM-sort
begin

/* Initialization */
for < < n do in parallel

Qi +- at most VN/n elements of an input of
size N

/* Global-sorting Phase */
repeat until the queues are globally sorted

for 1,2,..., n do in parallel
Ri,1 +-- deletemax(Qi);
Ri,2 deleternin(Qi);
Ri, -+ the (2i)th input channel of $;
Ri,2--+ the (2i+ 1)th input channel of S;

wait for D steps;/* sorting network delay
,/

R;, +- the outcome of (2i)th output chan-
nel of $;
Ri,2 +- the outcome of (2i + 1)th output
channel of $;
insert (Qi, Ri,);
insert (Qi, Ri,2);

/* Local-Sorting Phase */
for 1,2,..., n do in parallel

end

Qi sorts its elements, and outputs its
sorted sequence.

The selection of minimum and maximum in a
local queue can be accomplished in various ways.
The min-max heap data structure [4] can be used to
keep the elements of a queue in a priority queue,
permitting the operations of deletemin, deletemax
and insert to be performed in O(log(N/n)) time.
The construction of the min-max heap and the
associated operations are performed in-place, i.e.,
no extra space other than those storing the input
elements are used.

3. ANALYSIS OF MM-SORT

We show that MM-sort globally sorts n queues
within [N/n](logzn]+l) iterations on any input
of size N. We also show that this upper bound is
tight in the worst case by constructing an input
instance for which Nlogzn/3n iterations are
needed. We use the "zero-one principle" to reduce
the sorting problem with arbitrary input to the
problem of sorting 0-1 inputs. We show that if
MM-sort globally sorts all 0-1 input instances of
N elements within iterations, then it globally
sorts all inputs of size N within iterations. We
would like to point out that our use of the zero-
one principle differs from the its classical usage of
proving correctness of a sorting network [11]. We
apply this principle to prove the number of
iterations required by an algorithm to obtain a
correct global sorting result. Our zero-one princi-
ple is much stronger than the classical one.
For any a > 0, let ha(x) be if x > a; otherwise,

0. Given a sequence I (Xl,X2,... ,Xu), let ha(I)
be the 0-1 sequence (ha(Xl),ha(xz),...,ha(xu)).
Let Qi and (i be the ith queue of MM-sort on
input I and 0-1 input ha(I), respectively. In the
initial distribution of I and ha(I), ha(x) is in (i if
and only if x is in Q; for any x E I. Given Qi-

{Xl,XZ,...,Xmi}, we define ha(Qi)-{ha(Xl),
ha(x2),... ,ha(xrni)).

LEMMA Suppose that MM-sort is executed on

inputs I and ha(I) in parallel simultaneously. Then,
after every iteration, Oi ha(Qi) for any a > O.

Proof We use induction on the number of
iterations. Initially, the lemma holds by the
distributions of I and ha(I). Assume that the
lemma holds after k iterations. Suppose that
Qi {yi, l,yi,2,...,yi,mi). Then, by induction hy-
pothesis, O_i:ha(Qi)-- {ha(Yi,1),ha(Yi,2),...,ha(Yi,m,) ).
We may assume that yi,--max<_j<mi{Yi,j) and

yi,2 min<j<m,{yi,j} for < <_ n. Then Y {y,,
Yl,2, Y2,1,Y2,2,.-.,Yn, I,Yn,2} is the set of elements
selected from all Qi’s at the (k+ 1)-th iteration. Let
Z=(Zl,Z,...,Zzn) be the sorted sequence of Y.
For any a > 0, ha(Y) is the set of elements selected
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from all Oi’S at the (k+ 1)-th iteration, and ha(Z) is
the sorted sequence of ha(Y). Hence, after one
more iteration, ai =-{z2i-l,Z2i, yi,3,... ,yi,mi} and

Oi- {ha(z2i-1),ha(z2i),ha(Yi,3),...,ha(Yi,m,)} The
lemma holds after k+l iterations. The induction
is complete, m

LEMMA 2 [Zero-one Prinicple] If MM-sort glob-
ally sorts all 0-1 sequences of size N within
iterations, then it globally sorts any input sequence

of size N within iterations.

Proof Suppose to the contrary that MM-sort
does not sort an input I in iterations. Then, after
iterations, there must exist two queues Q; and Qj
and x E Qi and y E Qj such that < j but x > y. Let
a (x+y)/2. Then ha(x)= and ha(y)= 0. On the 0-

input ha(I), by Lemma 1, after iterations,
ha(x) Oi and ha(y) --0 Oj with < j. This
contradicts the assumption that MM-sort sorts
any 0-1 input sequence in iterations, m
TIaEORF.M Using a sorting network of 2n inputs,
MM-sort sorts its n queues globally in [N/
n[logzn]/l) iterations on any input sequence of
size N.

Proof By Lemma 2, we only need to show that
MM-sort sorts the queues globally on any 0-1
input sequence of size N in [N/n ([log2 n + 1)
iterations. Let I be an arbitrary 0-1 input sequence
of size N. Let Z be the number of O’s in I. Assume
that 0 < Z < N; otherwise, the input is already
sorted. Let m FN/n and k Z/m for some

<_ k < n. Consider following two cases.

Case 1 k 1. In this case, there are at most rn 0’s,
and all O’s should go to Q1. If Q1 does not have all
the O’s, then Q1 will gain one more O’s per
iteration, and at most rn iterations is needed for
all O’s to be transmitted into Q.
Case 2 k > 1. In this case, there are more than
m(k-1) O’s. Since each queue has at most rn

elements, at least k queues contain O’s. Thus, at
least k O’s will be selected as minimums during the
current iteration. Consider the changes in the first

Lk/2J queues after this iteration. For _<i_< Lk/2],

if Qi contains some l’s before this iteration, then
the number of O’s in queue Qi will increase by at
least one after this iteration; otherwise, no changes
occur in Qi. Hence, after rn iterations, the first Lk/
2J queues will contain all O’s. During each of the
later iterations, each of the first Lk/2J queues
contributes two O’s and also receives two O’s, thus
incurs no changes. So we may consider the first Lk/
2J queues as being "dropped out" of the process.
The number Z of O’s in the remaining queues is at
most mk-mLk/2 < mFk/2]. Let k’= [Z’/m] < Fk/
2. The factor k is dropped by half after every m
iterations. Hence, there can be at most m Flog2 k
iterations in Case 2 before reaching to Case 1.
After at most m iterations in Case 1, all 0’s will be
redistributed to Q, Q2,..., Q, for some c, _<
c _< n, depending on the initial distribution of the
input, such that the queues Q, if any, where <_
/3 _< c- 1, are full of 0’s. This distribution of 0’s
means that the queues are globally sorted. Hence,
after at most m([log2 k + 1) < FN/n (Flog2 n] / 1)
iterations, the queues are globally sorted. We
remark that the given argument is applicable to
the case the input elements are distributed un-

evenly among the queues by taking m to be the
maximum of the queue sizes.

The following theorem shows that this upper
bound is tight in the worst case.

TrEORM 2 There exists an input instance of size

N such that MM-sort requires f((N/n)logn)
iterations in the global-sorting phase.

Proof Let N mn, where rn is a multiple of 3 and
n is a power of 2. Consider the 0-1 input instance
that each Qi, <_ < n, contains exactly m/3 l’s and

2m/3 O’s. After first m/3 iterations, the first n/2
queues contain all O’s, thus dropping out of the
process from now on, and each of the second n/2
queues is in the reverse state of having exactly m/3
O’s and 2m/3 l’s. After another m/3 iterations, the
second half of the remaining queues contain all l’s,
thus dropping out of the process, and the first half
return to their previous state of having m/3 l’s and

2m/3 O’s. Thus each round of m/3 iterations
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eliminates exactly a half of the remaining queues.
Hence, m logzn/3 iterations are required to sort
the given input, m

TnEOREM 3 Using a D(n)-depth sorting network
that sorts 2n elements, MM-sort sorts any input of
size N in time O((N/n) log n(D(n)+log (N/n))) in the
in-place fashion.

Proof Let m N/n. Each queue has O(m) number
of elements stored in a min-max heap. The ini-
tialization of the max-min heaps in parallel takes
O(m) time. With a D(n)-depth sorting network,
it takes O(D(n)+log m) steps to perform a single
iteration of the global-sorting phase. The additive
factor O(log m) is for the delete and insert opera-
tions on the min-max heap. By Theorem 1, the
number of iterations of the global-sorting phase
is O(m log n). The time for the local-sorting phase
is O(m log m), which is dominated by the stated
bound, m

4. PIPELINING

A distinct feature of MM-sort is that the iterations
of using the inner sorter can be pipelined. The
pipelined MM-sort is presented below. To ensure
the sorting network can be used in a pipelined
fashion, we consider a special class of sorting
networks. A sorting network in this class is
constructed using constant fan-in comparators,
each is used at most once during the sorting
process of its input elements. For examples, both
the bitonic sorting network and the odd-even
merging sorting network satisfy this condition. We
further assume that a sorting network in this class
is leveled, which means that the number of
comparators in any input-output path is the same.
The bitonic sorting network is leveled. Some non-
leveled sorting networks, such as the odd-even
merge sorting network, can be converted to leveled
networks by properly inserting buffers as dummy
comparators. Given a sorting network in this class,
one can feed inputs into the network at each step

without causing conflicts with the data fed into the
networks at previous steps.

Pipelined MM-sort
begin

repeat
/* feeding phase */
for 1,2,..., n do in parallel

Qi performs D(n) feeding steps;
/* clearing phase */
for i= 1,2,..., n do in parallel

Qi performs D(n) receiving steps;
/* Testing */
if the queues are globally sorted then STOP.

end

Let D(n) be the depth of the inner sorting
network. Each iteration of the pipelined MM-sort
consists of a feeding phase, in which a group of
D(n) inputs, each containing 2n elements, are fed
continuously into the sorting network, and a

clearing phase, in which the elements in the sorting
network are "drained" out. For each queue, a

feeding step consists of the operations deletemin,
deletemax, the operations of feeding its minimum
and maximum into the sorting network, and a

receiving step consists of the operations of receiv-
ing outputs from the sorting network and inserting
the received elements into the queue. We shall
assume that each feeding and receiving step can be
performed in a constant time. As will be seen

shortly in Section 5, with the linear systolic array
implementation of the priority queues, a sequence
of feeding and receiving steps can be performed in
constant time per step.
For easy reference, the MM-sort without pipelin-

ing is called non-pipelined MM-sort. Tables I and I!
show the executions of the non-pipelined and the
pipelined MM-sort on a 0-1 input of size mn 36.
We have n m 6 and D(n) 2. The non-pipelined
MM-sort takes 5 iterations. The pipelined MM-sort
takes 2 iterations. The speedup by pipelining is 2.5,
greater than D(n)= 2. This example tells us that the
relation between the non-pipelined and pipelined
MM-sort is non-trivial.
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TABLE An example of non-pipelined MM-sort

initial 1st iter. 2nd iter. 3rd iter. 4th iter. 5th iter.

000010 000010 000010 000010 000011 000011
001010 000010 000010 000011 000011 000111
001010 001010 000011 000111 000111 000111
101010 001011 001111 000111 000111 000111
101011 101111 001111 001111 000111 000111
111011 101111 101111 001111 001111 000111

TABLE II Pipelined MM-sort for the input of Table

initial 1st iter. 2nd iter.

000010 000010 000011
001010 000010 000111
001010 000111 000111
101010 000111 000111
101011 001111 000111
111011 101111 000111

The main result of this section is that the
number of iterations of the pipelined MM-sort is

O((N/n) log n/D(n)). As each iteration of pipelined
MM-sort takes O(D(n)) steps, the total number of
steps of the pipelined MM-sort is O((N/n) log n).

LEMMA 3 Ifpipelined MM-sort globally sorts all
0-1 sequences of size N within iterations, then it

globally sorts any input sequence of size N within
iterations.

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of
Lemma 2. m

LEMMA 4 Let No and N be the number of O’s and
l’s in the n queues, each having m elements.

(i) If No>_mn/2, then the number of queues
containing at least Im/3 O’s is at least [n/4J.

(ii) If Nl >_mn/2, then the number of queues
containing at least [m/3 l’s is at least n/4].

Proof We only prove (i). A proof to (ii) is similar.
Each queue has m elements. Suppose to the
contrary that (i) does not hold. Let n/4 [n/4J+y
where 0 <_y < 1. Then at least n-[n/4J+l 3n/
4-y+l queues each has at most [m/3- O’s.
The remaining [n/4J n/4-y queues each has at

most m O’s. Thus No <_ (3n/4-y+l)([m/3q 1)+
(n/4+y 1)m <_ (3n/4 y + 1)m/3/(n/4+y 1)m
nm/2- 2m(1- y)/3 < nm/2, which contradicts the
assumption that No >_ nm/2.

THEOREM 4 Let n be the number of queues and
D(n) be the depth of the inner sorting network ofsize
2n. Suppose that (N/n) >_ 2D(n). The pipelined MM-
sort sorts its n queues globally in O((N/nD(n)) log n)
iterations.

Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.
Let N=mn, and consider a particular iteration
consisting of a feeding phase and a clearing phase.
The feeding phase and the clearing phase are each
of D(n) steps. For <_i<_D(n), let mi and Mi
denote the n-vectors that are the minimums
and the maximums, respectively, selected from
the n queues at the ith feeding step of the feeding
phase.

Consider the case that the number of O’s is no
smaller than the number of l’s. By Lemma 4(i), at
least Ln/4J queues contain more than [m/3 O’s.
Each queue loses two elements at each step of the
feeding phase. Each n-vector mi, <_ <_ D(n), has
at least Ln/4J 0’s. At the ith step of the clearing
phase, the Ln/4J or more O’s in mi will be fed back
to the first LLn/4J2J Ln/8J queues, two 0’s for
each. Thus, in the clearing phase, the first Ln/8J
queues receive all 0’s, and no l’s. On the other
hand, at each step of the feeding phase, the first Ln/
8] queues each lose at least one if they have l’s.
Thus, after a single pipeline iteration, each of the
first [n/8J queues either loses all its l’s if it has at
most D(n) l’s, or reduces its number of l’s by D(n).
Hence, after Lm/D(n)J iterations, the first Ln/8J
queues will have all 0’s. In each subsequent
iteration, each of the first [n/8J queues will
contribute 2D(n) 0’s and receive 2D(n) 0’s, thus
remain unchanged. We may regard the first Ln/SJ
queues as being "dropped out" of the process. The
similar situation occurs when the number of l’s is
no smaller than the number of 0’s. In this case, by
Lemma 4(ii) and the same arguments, the last
Ln/8] queues will have all l’s after Lm/D(n)J
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iterations. These queues remain unchanged in the
subsequent iterations, and can be regarded as

being "dropped out" of the process. Hence, after
O(m log n/D(n)) pipeline iterations, fewer than 8
consecutive queues may not be globally sorted.
The problem is reduced to globally sort n queues
with n < 8.
We now show that O(m/D(n)) pipeline iterations

are sufficient to sort n < 8 queues. Assume that
there are more O’s than l’s. By Lemma 4(ii), for
n > 3, at least two queues have m/4] or more O’s.
Consider the first queue Q1. Let K min{D(n),
[m/4] }. In each of the first K clearing steps, Q1 will
receive two O’s. On the other hand, in the
corresponding first K feeding steps, Q1 contributes
at least K l’s or all its l’s. In the remaining clearing
steps when K < D(n), Q1 will receive at least as
many O’s as Q1 contributed in the corresponding
feeding steps. Thus the net gain in the number of
O’s for Q1 after each iteration is at least K. In O(m!
D(n)) iterations, Qi will contain all O’s and drop
out of the process. In the case there are more l’s
than O’s, the last queue will contain all l’s in O(m/
D(n)) iterations, and drop out of the process. This
process continues as long as n _> 3 and the problem
will be reduced to n 2 after O(m/D(n)) iterations.

Consider the case n-2 with two queues Q and
Q2. We claim that if there more O’s than l’s in Q
and Q2, then the 4 elements selected at each feeding
step contain at least two 0’s. Our claim guarantees
that Q will contain all O’s after miD(n) iterations,
thus globally sorted. We observe two facts that
imply our claim. First, if Q or Q2 contributes two
O’s at some step, then the claim holds for the
subsequent steps. Secondly, if Q contributes a

(two l’s) at some step, then Q2 must also contribute
a 0 (two O’s) at the same step because there are
more O’s than l’s. Hence, the total number of
iterations required is O(m log n/D(n)), m

For the case that m= N/n < 2D(n), the pipelin-
ing capacity of the sorting network cannot be fully
utilized. One can feed 2m/21 groups of inputs,
each contains 2n elements, into the network in a

pipeline feeding phase. By an argument similar to
the proof of Theorem 4, it is simple to show that
the queues are globally sorted in O(logn) itera-
tions. We shall exclude this degenerated case from
further discussions.

COROIIAR’ The number of steps of the pipe-
lined MM-sort for sorting an input of size N is

O((N/n) log n).

Proof Each pipeline iteration takes D(n) steps, m

The following theorem shows that the upper
bound of Theorem 4 is tight in the worst case.

THEOREM 5 There exists an input instance of size

N such that the pipelined MM-sort requires f((N/
nD(n)) log n) iterations.

Proof Let N=mn, where m 3pD(n) and n is a

power of 2. Consider same input instance used in
the proof of Theorem 2, i.e., each Qi, <_ <_ n,
contains exactly m/3 l’s and 2m/3 0’s. After first p
pipeline phases, the first n/2 queues contain all O’s,
thus dropping out of the process from now on, and
each of the second n/2 queues is in the reverse state
of having exactly m/3 O’s and 2m/3 l’s. After
another p pipeline phases, the second half of the
remaining queues contain all l’s, thus dropping
out of the process, and the first half return to their
previous state of having m/3 l’s and 2m/3 0’s. Thus
each round ofp pipeline phases eliminates exactly
a half of the remaining queues. Hence, p log2 n

pipeline phases are required to globally sort the
given input. That is, for such an input the
pipelined MM-sort requires f(p log n)=2((N/
nD(n)) log n) pipeline phases.

5. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

Our hardware implementation of MM-sort con-
sists of three components, linear systolic arrays
for the local queues, an inner sorting network,
and an AND-tree circuit for detecting termina-
tion condition.
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5.1. Linear Systolic Arrays

A design of linear systolic array supporting
efficient priority queue operations insert(Q,x),
delete(Q,x) and deletemin(Q) is given by H. T.
Kung [12] for which each of the operations
insert(Q,x), delete(Q,x) and deletemin(Q) can be
done in O(1) time per operation for a sequence of
such operations.
MM-sort requires both deletemin and delete-

max. A pair of linear arrays are needed. One array
organizes the elements of a queue as a priority
queue supporting deletemin and the another array
as a priority queue supporting deletemax. The
delete operation, that deletes an arbitrary node, is
also needed. The minimum element of min-array is
removed by the delete operation from the max-

array, and vice versa. Moreover, a linear array of
size m can sort m elements in O(m) time. When
implemented in a linear array, each local queue
can sort its m elements in O(m) time in the local-
sorting phase.

5.2. Inner Sorting Network

The primary criterion for selecting an inner sorting
network is the VLSI feasibility. Systolic imple-
mentation of sorting networks have been consid-
ered in [2, 10]. The layout area of the bitonic
merger, the shuffle sorting network [16], and the
mesh connected odd-even transportation sorting
network were analyzed and compared in [10]. The
depth of the inner sorter is not significant. Our
theoretical analysis and experimental data show
that the use of pipelining eliminates the delay of
inner sorter.

5.3. Detecting Circuit

The local queues are globally sorted if

M _< m2, M2 <_ m3,..., Mn_ < mn, where Mi and

mi are the maximum and minimum of ith queue,
respectively. An AND-tree with n- comparators
at the leaf-level can serve as the circuit for
detecting termination. The inputs to this detecting

circuit are nothing but the selected elements Mi
and mi at each iteration. The systolic linear array,
the sorting network and the detecting circuit
operate concurrently, all in pipelined fashion.
With this detecting circuit, the execution of MM-
sort terminates as soon as the input is globally
sorted. The early termination detection is a feature
that is not possessed by many existing parallel
sorting architectures.

5.4. Expandability

The logical structure of the VLSI layout for our
sorting architecture is depicted in Figure 1. All the
three major components, the linear systolic arrays,
the latched sorting network, and the termination
detection tree, have simple planar or near-planar
structures, and therefore can be laid out on VLSI
chip in a compact form. The total area for systolic
queues is proportional to the input size in the word
model. The area for the sorting network depends
on the number of queues and the network
structure. Logically, our design is size-indepen-
dent. To sort more elements, we may increase the
size of each linear systolic array, or the size of the
sorting network, or both. The size of each array
can be increased easily by adding an additional
array with a constant number of wires for
connection. Similarly, the sorting network also
can be expanded easily without rearranging the
existing interconnections. When the size of sorting
network is enlarged, the termination detecting tree
needs to be expanded accordingly.
We call the resulting VLSI architecture the

MM-sorter. The linear arrays support constant
insert and delete operations, and the latched
sorting network support pipelining. The following
claim follows directly from Theorem and
Corollary 1.

THEOREM 6 When used in non-pipelined mode,
MM-sorter sorts N elements in O((N/n) D(n) log n)
time where D(n) is the depth of the inner sorter.

When used in pipelined mode, MM-sorter sorts N
elements in O((N/n) log n) time.
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6. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

We present some experimental results of MM-sort
on randomly generated inputs with a uniform
distribution. Our data show that, on random
inputs, the number of iterations of MM-sort is
linear in the maximum size of a local queue, and
the pipelining eliminates the delay of the sorting
network.

Table III shows that the number of iterations of
MM-sort required to globally sort the queues
grows slowly as n increases. In particular, the
average number of iterations in Table Ill never
exceeds 3rn for all instances, contrasting with the
upper bound of O(m log n) given by Theorem 1. In

Table III, rn is the queue size and n is the number
of queues. The input size is mn. We have chosen n

to be a power of 2 up to 211=2048, and rn a

multiple of 20 up to 120. For each fixed choice of
rn and n, we run 10 samples and compute the
average iterations of MM-sort over these 10 sam-
ples. The variances of these samples are remark-
ably small. For instance, for 10 samples of
random inputs of size 60 x 2l and queue size
m 60, the number of iterations are 143, 142, 146,
145,144, 148,144, 144, 142, 145, with a maximum
of 148, a minimum of 142, and an average of
144.
Table IV presents experimental data for the

pipelined MM-sort. The speedup of a single run is
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TABLE III Average number of iterations of MM-sort over l0 runs of random inputs, where rn is the size of the queues and n is the
number of queues. The inner sorting network sorts 2n numbers

n 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048

m l0 6 8 ll 12 15 17 19 21 23 25 27
20 9 15 21 25 29 34 37 41 44 48 52
40 19 31 43 51 59 65 73 80 88 96 101
60 30 47 65 77 87 99 109 122 132 143 153
80 40 63 85 103 120 135 148 165 179 192 207
100 52 77 110 131 149 168 187 208 225 242 262
120 58 93 131 156 184 205 224 248 272 292 314

TABLE IV Speedup of pipelined MM-sort over the non-pipelined MM-sort, averaged over 3 runs of random inputs, where
D(n) (log2 n) is the depth of the sorting network that sorts 2n inputs. The inputs to the sorting network is pipelined

n=4 8 16 32 64 128 256 516
D=4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81

N/n 20 **3.92 7.67
40 *3.85 8.31 12.67
60 *3.86 8.21 14.50 17.60
80 3.92 *8.93 14.90 22.81
120 3.92 8.75 15.13 23.33
160 *3.95 *8.92 15.64 24.13
200 *3.99 8.77 "15.58 23.92

23.00
33.44 32.38
33.96 44.14
35.07 43.67

44.22
53.63 59.17

the ratio of the non-pipelined version over the
pipelined version. The numbers shown in Table IV
are the speedup of the pipelined MM-sort over the
non-pipelined MM-sort. The sorting network used
here is of 2n inputs and depth D(n)= (log2 n)2 (the
depth of bitonic merging networks is (3(logZn)).
Our other choices of depths give similar results. To
fill a pipeline of depth D(n), each processor must
have at least 2D(n) elements; when this condition is
not met, the corresponding entries are left empty.
The speedup given are averaged over 3 runs, as the
variations between the runs are small. As we can

see, the average speedup is remarkably close to the
depth D(n). The entries with a single asterisk (*)
indicates that a perfect speedup D(n) occurred with
some runs, and the entry with double asterisks (**)
indicates that a speedup greater than D(n) has
occurred.

7. CONCLUSION

We introduced a new parallel sorting algorithm,
the MM-sort, for sorting a large set of elements
using a fixed-size sorting network. We presented a

systolic VLSI sorting architecture, the MM-sorter,
based on MM-sort. The structure of MM-sorter is
simple and regular, highly suitable for VLSI
realization. We presented both theoretical analysis
and the experimental data on the efficiency of
MM-sort.

Theoretically, optimal sorting networks as those
given in [1,6, 13] should be used as the inner sorter
to achieve the best theoretical performance in the
non-pipelined mode. But the benefit in using such
networks diminishes in the pipelined mode. We
have shown, both theoretically and experimen-
tally, that pipelining eliminates the delay of the
inner sorter. As the depth of the inner sorter is not
a factor in the pipelined mode, the more regularly
structured sorting networks like bitonic sorters can
be used as the inner sorter in the pipelined mode.
The experimental results in Section 6 show that

MM-sort performs extremely well with random
inputs. The number of iterations of MM-sort, with
and without pipelining, is no more than 3(N/n) on
all random inputs tested, eliminating the worst-
case log n factor. An O(N/n) bound on the number
of iterations of MM-sort translates into an O(N/n)
running time of the MM-sorter, which is the best
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possible. We left open the problem of analyzing
the average running time of MM-sort.

Finally, we point out one interesting variation of
MM-SORT, which we may call ZZ-SORT[17]. In
ZZ-SORT, one element, instead of two, is selected
from a queue at each iteration by alternating the
two complimentary "zigzaging" rules: the odd-
numbered queue selects its maximum and the
even-numbered queue selects its minimum, and
vice versa. We believe that ZZ-SORT has the same
asymptotic behavior as MM-SORT.
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